
Problem C

Don’t Hunger Together

Time limit: 4 seconds

Ashley and Brandon are designing a survival video game called Don’t Hunger Together. The game
works as follows:

The game proceeds as a number of turns. Each turn consists of a day followed by a night. Several
players have to survive for many turns in the wilderness. They collect food in the daytime and eat
at night. During the daytime, they can scavenge up to a maximum amount of food, and the food
found on that day must be eaten by some night in the future. Any leftover such food goes bad and
is inedible. Each night, every player must eat a certain quantity of food, otherwise they will die of
hunger. They win if every player is able to eat enough food on each of the nights.

Ashley and Brandon have designed a scenario and the last thing they need to do is pick the quantity
of food that each player must eat every night. They wish to know the maximum possible value of
this quantity, which must be positive. However, if the game is not winnable for any positive value,
please let Ashley and Brandon know the scenario is impossible!

Input

The first line of input contains two integers n (1  n  106) and k (1  k  39), where n is the
number of turns in the game, and k is the number of players. The turns are numbered from 1 to n.

Each of the next n lines contains two integers q (0  q  109) and f (i  f  n), where q is the
quantity of food that can be scavenged on that turn’s day, f is the future turn’s night after which
the food goes bad, where i is the turn number. The turns are listed in order from 1 to n.

Output

Output a single real number, which is the maximum positive quantity of food each player can eat
on each night and still survive the scenario, or �1 if the situation is not winnable for any positive
value. Any answer within an absolute or relative error of 10�9 will be accepted.

Sample Input 1 Sample Output 1

2 1

4 2

3 2

3.5
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Sample Input 2 Sample Output 2

2 2

4 1

3 2

1.5

Sample Input 3 Sample Output 3

1 17

0 1

-1
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